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THE PRIMITIVE SPECTRUM OF BASIC CLASSICAL LIE
SUPERALGEBRAS
KEVIN COULEMBIER
Abstract. We prove Conjecture 5.7 in [arXiv:1409.2532], describing all inclusions between
primitive ideals for the general linear superalgebra in terms of the Ext1-quiver of simple
highest weight modules. For arbitrary basic classical Lie superalgebras, we formulate two
types of Kazhdan-Lusztig quasi-orders on the dual of the Cartan subalgebra, where one
corresponds to the above conjecture. Both orders can be seen as generalisations of the left
Kazhdan-Lusztig order on Hecke algebras and are related to categorical braid group actions.
We prove that the primitive spectrum is always described by one of the orders, obtaining for
the first time a description of the inclusions. We also prove that the two orders are identical
if category O admits ‘enough’ abstract Kazhdan-Lusztig theories. In particular, they are
identical for the general linear superalgebra, concluding the proof of the conjecture.
1. Introduction
1.1. We refer to the primitive ideals in the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie (su-
per)algebra, i.e. the annihilator ideals of the simple modules, as the primitive ideals of
the Lie (super)algebra. A principal motivation to study these, stems from the open problem
of classifying simple modules. Except for sl(2) and some related Lie superalgebras, a solution
to this problem seems to be far out of reach, for the moment. This motivates the study of
rougher invariants for simple modules, such as annihilator ideals.
1.2. In [Du77, Théorème 1], Duflo proved that, for a reductive Lie algebra, every primitive
ideal is equal to the annihilator ideal of some simple highest weight module, for an arbitrary
but fixed Borel subalgebra. In order to obtain a classification of primitive ideals, it remained
to determine for which simple highest weight modules the corresponding annihilator ideals
are equal, and more generally, when there is an inclusion. In [BJ77, Theorem 2.12], Borho and
Jantzen reduced this problem to regular central characters, by using a translation principle.
The correct description for a regular central character was then conjectured by Joseph in
[Jo79, Conjecture 5.7] and proved by Vogan in [Vo80, Theorem 3.2]. The inclusion order for
a regular central character is the left Kazhdan-Lusztig (KL) order of [KL79], which followed
a posteriori from the validity of the KL conjecture, as proved in [BB81, BK81, EW14].
1.3. For simple classical Lie superalgebras, the analogue of Duflo’s theorem was proved
by Musson in [Mu92], leaving again the question for which simple highest weight modules
inclusions between annihilator ideals occur. An overview of some complications is given in
[CMu14, Section 1], while the concrete example in [CMu14, Section 7] demonstrates that
inclusions are far more prevalent compared to the Lie algebra case. Since the result in [Mu92],
a number of partial answers and special cases were obtained by several authors. In [Mu93,
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Mu97], Musson solved the problem for sl(2|1) and osp(1|2n), and in [Ma10], Mazorchuk
solved the case q(2). In [Le96], Letzter obtained a classification of the primitive ideals
for gl(m|n), but the question of which (strict) inclusions occur was not settled. In [CMa14]
Mazorchuk and the author obtained a general principle, for classical Lie superalgebras, to
derive inclusions through twisting functors. In the current paper we will prove that this
procedure is in fact exhaustive. Furthermore, in [CMa14] the equalities between annihilator
ideals in the generic region, as defined in Definition 7.1 of op. cit., were classified. The
description required the introduction of a new deformation of the Weyl group orbits, called
the star orbits. In [CMu14], Musson and the author obtained all inclusions for gl(m|1) and
formulated for the first time a complete conjectural description for the inclusions for gl(m|n).
We prove this conjecture in the current paper. The inclusion order is determined by the
knowledge of the first extensions between simple modules in O in [CLW15, BLW13].
1.4. In [KL79], Kazhdan and Lusztig defined two quasi-orders (called left and right KL
order) on Coxeter groups and their Hecke algebras. The way these orders come into play in
the primitive spectrum for Lie algebras originates in the categorification of the integral group
algebra Z[W ] of theWeyl groupW , on the principal blockO0 of the BGG categoryO, through
projective functors in [BG80]. Alternatively, the left and right order can be introduced on O0,
by categorifications of the braid group BW , see [AS03, MSt05, Ro06]. This is given in terms
of twisting functors, for the left order, or through shuffling functors, for the right order.
We refer to [Ma12, Sections 5 and 6] for an overview of these categorifications. In singular
blocks, twisting functors still behave well, contrary to projective and shuffling functors. As
twisting commutes with translation functors, they also introduce a left KL order on singular
blocks, coinciding with the inclusion order.
Similarly, we define a completed left KL order for superalgebras in terms of twisting func-
tors, where the latter again correspond to a braid group action, by [CMa14]. In [CMu14],
another KL order was defined for superalgebras, as an analogue of the realisation on O of the
left order for Lie algebras, which is determined by the Ext1-quiver. We prove, by studying
Jantzen middles, that for superalgebras for which O admits suitable abstract KL theories
in the sense of [CPS93], our completed KL order is identical to the KL order of [CMu14].
In particular, this is true for gl(m|n). We also provide an alternative formulation of the KL
order in terms of the partial approximation principle introduced in [KM05]. Finally, we show
that in the generic region, the KL order is described by the combination of the left KL order
on the Weyl group of [KL79] and the deformed Weyl group orbits introduced in [CMa14].
1.5. The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we gather the necessary preliminaries.
In Section 3 we develop some general principles which will be useful in the remainder. In
Section 4 we obtain some results on Harish-Chandra bimodules, similar to [BG80, Vo80].
Some of these had already essentially been obtained in [MM12]. In Section 5 we introduce
Enright’s completion functors on category O and relate them to twisting and partial approx-
imation. In Section 6 we study an analogue of the Jantzen middle, which appeared for Lie
algebras in [AS03]. In Section 7 we bring all the above together to prove [CMu14, Conjec-
ture 5.7] and describe the primitive spectrum for arbitrary basic classical Lie superalgebras.
In Section 8 we describe the completed KL order explicitly for the generic region.
1.6. In the current paper, we do not consider the classical Lie superalgebras of ‘queer type’.
The main reason being that a simultaneous treatment of queer type and basic classical type
seems to lead to very intricate formulation of statements. However, the main ingredients of
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this paper have also been developed in that setting, viz. strongly typical blocks have been
studied in [FM09], twisting functors in [CMa14] and Harish-Chandra bimodules in [MM12].
It would be particularly interesting to compare the solution for q(n) with the star action
of [GG14], as has already been done for the generic region in [CMa14].
1.7. Finally, we note that this paper offers a rather self-contained proof of the ordering of
the primitive spectrum for reductive Lie algebras. In particular, the proof bypasses transla-
tion to the walls, as developed in [BJ77]. We also benefit from the fact that, contrary to when
the breakthroughs in [Jo79, Vo80] were obtained, by now the KL conjecture is a theorem,
projective functors have been classified, twisting and completion functors have been intro-
duced and the equivalence between category O and a certain category of Harish-Chandra
bimodules has been established. These facts allow for a more elegant treatment.
2. Preliminaries
We set N = {0, 1, 2, · · · }. We always work over the ground field of complex numbers C. In
particular ⊗C, HomC and dimC will be abbreviated to ⊗, Hom and dim. For an associative
algebra A over C we denote the category of finitely generated modules by A-mod and the
category of all modules by A-Mod. We are interested in the Lie superalgebras
(2.0.1) gl(m|n), sl(m|n), psl(n|n), osp(m|2n), D(2, 1;α), G(3) and F (4),
see [Mu12] for a complete treatment of such Lie superalgebras and their universal enveloping
algebras. Whenever we consider a Lie superalgebra ‘g’, it is assumed to be in this list.
2.1. As a super vector space, g decomposes into its even and odd subspace as g = g0¯ ⊕ g1¯,
where g0¯ is a reductive Lie algebra. We denote the universal enveloping algebra by U = U(g)
and its centre by Z(g). We also use U0¯ = U(g0¯). As U is a finite extension over the noetherian
ring U0¯, it is noetherian itself. We consider the antiautomorphism t on g given by t(X) = −X
which extends to an antiautomorphism of U .
We set g-mod = U -mod. The full subcategory of g-mod on which Z(g) acts locally finitely
is denoted by g-modZ . For a central character χ : Z(g) → C, we denote by g-modχ the
category of modules annihilated by some power of mχ := kerχ. The endofunctor (−)χ
of g-modZ is defined as taking the largest summand in g-modχ. We have two exact functors
Res := Resgg0¯ : g-mod→ g0¯-mod and Ind := Ind
g
g0¯
: g0¯-mod→ g-mod,
The functor Res is both left and right adjoint to Ind, as induction and coinduction are
isomorphic, see e.g. [Go02a, Section 2.3.5].
2.2. Consider a triangular decomposition g = n−⊕h⊕n+, where h ⊂ g0¯ is referred to as the
Cartan subalgebra and b = h⊕n+ as the Borel subalgebra. The set positive roots of g0¯ with
respect to the above triangular decomposition is denoted by ∆+0¯ and the odd positive roots
by ∆+
1¯
. The partial order ≤ on h∗ is transitively generated by λ− β ≤ λ for any β ∈ ∆+.
We denote by ρ the half sum ρ0¯ of even positive roots minus the half sum ρ1¯ of odd positive
roots. The Weyl group of g0¯ is denoted by W = W (g0¯ : h). By the term simple even root we
always mean a positive even root, which is simple in ∆+
0¯
, or equivalently corresponds to a
simple reflection in the Coxeter group W . Such a root is not necessarily simple in ∆+. We
assume a W -invariant form 〈·, ·〉 on h∗ as in [Mu12, Theorem 5.4.1] and set α∨ = 2α/〈α, α〉
for any even root α. We consider the actions w ·λ = w(λ+ ρ)−ρ and w ◦λ = w(λ+ ρ0¯)−ρ0¯
for all w ∈ W and λ ∈ h∗.
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A weight λ is called integral if 〈λ, α∨〉 ∈ Z for all (simple) even roots α. The set of
integral weights is denoted by Λ0 ⊂ h
∗. Furthermore, for any λ ∈ Λ we set Λλ = λ + Λ0.
For arbitrary Λ ∈ h∗/Λ0 we set ∆
+
0¯,Λ
equal to the subset of ∆+
0¯
of α for which 〈λ, α∨〉 ∈ Z
for λ ∈ Λ arbitrary. We define a Coxeter group WΛ generated by the reflections sα ∈ W
for which α becomes simple in ∆+
0¯,Λ
. For w ∈ WΛ and λ ∈ Λ we have w · λ ∈ Λ. A weight
λ ∈ Λ is called dominant if λ is dominant for the ρ-shifted WΛ-action and regular if and only
if 〈λ+ ρ, α∨〉 6= 0 for all simple even roots α.
We say that λ is strongly typical if 〈λ + ρ, γ〉 6= 0 for all γ ∈ ∆1¯. This is equivalent to
the condition that the central character of the module L(λ) is strongly typical in the sense
of [Go02b, Section 1.3], by [Go02b, Section 2.3]. A special role will be played by weights
which are simultaneously regular, strongly typical and dominant. Therefore we introduce
the term super dominant weights for these.
Lemma 2.3. For an arbitrary µ ∈ h∗, there is a κ ∈ Λ0 such that L(κ) is finite dimensional
and for which µ+ κ is regular strongly typical.
Proof. For any integer d set
Φd = {κ ∈ h
∗ | 〈κ+ ρ, α∨〉 ∈ Z≥d, ∀ α ∈ ∆
+
0¯
}.
There exists d0 ∈ N such that L(κ) is finite dimensional if κ ∈ Φd0 . This follows for instance
from [CMa14, Lemma 7.2]. The set µ + Φd0 is Zariski dense in h
∗. On the other hand, the
set of regular strongly typical weights is Zariski open, as it is the complement of a union of
hyperplanes. A dense and an open set always have a non-trivial intersection. 
2.4. We consider the BGG category O(g, b) associated to the triangular decomposition of g,
see [BGG76, Hu08, Mu12]. Aside from the classical definition, O(g, b) is the full subcategory
of g-mod of modules M such that Resgg0¯M is an object in O(g0¯, b0¯). Note that Ind also
restricts to a functor O(g0¯, b0¯)→ O(g, b).
By the above it is clear that O(g, b) only depends on b0¯ = g0¯ ∩ b, so we could use the
notation O(g, b0¯). However, for each different b, with same underlying b0¯, the category has
a different highest weight category structure, for (h∗,≤), with standard modules the Verma
modules introduced below. Therefore we will use the notation O(g, b) to the denote the
category O(g, b0¯) with the specific structure of a highest weight category corresponding to b.
When no confusion is possible, we just write O. We consider the usual simple-preserving
duality d on O, see e.g. [Hu08, Section 3.2].
A complete set of non-isomorphic simple objects in category O is given by the simple tops
of the Verma modules ∆(λ) = U(g)⊗U(b)Cλ for all λ ∈ h
∗, where Cλ is a one-dimensional b-
module either purely even or purely odd. It will not be important for us to make a distinction
between both, so we ignore parity. We denote these modules by L(λ). We also set χλ equal to
the central character of L(λ). The indecomposable projective cover of L(λ) in O is denoted
by P (λ) and we set ∇(λ) = d∆(λ). To make a distinction with the correspondingly defined
modules in O(g0¯, b0¯) we will denote the latter by L0(λ), ∆0(λ) and P0(λ).
For any central character χ we denote by Oχ the full subcategory of modules in O which
are in g-modχ. Similarly for any Λ ∈ h
∗/Λ0 we denote by O
Λ the full subcategory of modules
which have only non-zero weight spaces for weights in Λ. Then we have decompositions
O =
⊕
χ
Oχ =
⊕
Λ
OΛ =
⊕
χ,Λ
OΛχ .
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We also set Λχ equal to the set of λ ∈ Λ for which χλ = χ.
When λ is super dominant, we call P (λ) a super dominant projective module. Central
character considerations imply that P (λ) = ∆(λ) for super dominant λ. A justification for
the term super dominant is that the category OΛ has the structure of a category with full
projective functors where P (λ) is the ‘dominant object’, according to [Kh05, Definition 1.1].
This can be proved as in [MM12, Theorem 5.1(a)] by applying the subsequent Lemma 3.2(2).
For any simple reflection s ∈ W , we say that L(λ) is s-free, resp. s-finite, if s = sα
and g−α acts freely, resp. locally finitely, on L(λ). In case α, or α/2, is simple in ∆
+ we find
that L(λ) is s-free if and only if s · λ ≥ λ (which here is equivalent to s ◦ λ ≥ λ), see e.g.
[CMa14, Lemma 2.1]. The full subcategory of O of modules which are finite dimensional is
denoted by F , these are the finite dimensional weight modules.
We will rely heavily on the following result of Gorelik in [Go02b, Theorem 1.3.1], which
builds further on earlier results of Penkov and Serganova in [Pe94, PS92].
Proposition 2.5 (M. Gorelik). Consider χ a strongly typical central character. The cate-
gory g-modχ is equivalent to g0¯-modχ0 for a certain central character χ
0 : Z(g0¯) → C. The
equivalence is given by the mutually inverse functors
(Res−)χ0 and (Ind−)χ.
This hence also restricts to an equivalence O(g, b0¯)
Λ
χ
∼= O(g0¯, b0¯)
Λ
χ0
.
2.6. We set U = U ⊗ Uop, so U -mod-U ∼= U-mod. We define three injective algebra
morphisms U →֒ U by
φl(X) = X ⊗ 1, φr(X) = −1⊗X and φad(X) = X ⊗ 1− 1⊗X
for all X ∈ g. Consequently, φr(u) = 1⊗ t(u) for all u ∈ U .
We consider the functor (−)ad as the restriction functor from U-mod to U -Mod via φad.
The category H of Harish-Chandra bimodules is the full subcategory of U -mod-U of bimod-
ulesM such that every indecomposable summand inMad is in F . Note that this is equivalent
to the definition in [MM12, Section 5.1]. For a central character χ, the full subcategory of H
of objects which are annihilated by mχ through φr is denoted by H
1
χ.
We consider HomC(−,−) as an exact functor from g-mod×g-mod to U -mod-U , where
for M,N ∈ g-mod, α ∈ HomC(M,N) and u, v ∈ U the map uαv ∈ HomC(M,N) is defined
as (uαv)(a) = u(α(va)) for a ∈ M . The functor L(−,−) from g-mod×g-mod to H is the
composition of HomC(−,−) with the functor taking the maximal U-submodule which is
in H. By construction, L(−,−) is left exact.
For any M ∈ g-mod, we define ×M and M× as objects in U -mod-U . For ×M this is by
keeping the left U -action and setting the right U -action to zero. For M× the left action is
set to zero while for any v ∈ M and u ∈ U we set vu = t(u)v. In particular, this means
(×M)
ad ∼= M ∼= (M×)
ad. Thus, for any V ∈ F it follows that ×V and V× belong to H.
The regular bimodule U is inH. It is a standard property that for V ∈ F andM ∈ U-mod
(2.6.1) HomU(×V ⊗ U,M) ∼= HomU(V,M
ad),
see e.g. [BG80, Section 5]. Note that tensor products of U-modules are, as usual, defined
through the canonical Hopf superalgebra structure on universal enveloping algebras. For the
particular example of ×V ⊗ U above, for v ∈ V and u ∈ U and X, Y ∈ g, the action is
X(v ⊗ u)Y = Xv ⊗ uY + (−1)|X||v|v ⊗XuY,
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with |X| and |v| the parity of X and v. It follows also from the definitions that
(2.6.2) Homg(C,L(M,N)
ad) ∼= Homg(M,N).
2.7. For any simple reflection s ∈ W , the endofunctor Ts of O(g, b0¯), called the Arkhipov
twisting functor, was introduced in [CMa14, Section 5], see also [CMW13, AS03]. By [CMa14,
Lemma 5.7] we have for λ ∈ Λ0 and s = sα such that α or α/2 is simple in ∆
+ that
(2.7.1) TsM(λ) ∼= M(s · λ) if s · λ ≤ λ.
The functor Ts is right exact, see [CMa14, Lemma 5.4]. In [CMa14, Proposition 5.11]
it is proved that Ts restricts to endofunctors of each subcategory Oχ and that the left
derived functor LTs provides an auto-equivalence of the bounded derived category D
b(Oχ).
Furthermore, by [CMa14, Lemma 5.4], for M ∈ O we have
(2.7.2)

TsM = 0 if M is s-finite;
L1TsM = 0 if M is s-free;
LkTsM = 0 if k > 1.
Finally we note that, for T 0s the corresponding twisting functor on O(g0¯, b0¯), we have
(2.7.3) Ts ◦ Ind ∼= Ind ◦ T
0
s and T
0
s ◦ Res
∼= Res ◦ Ts.
2.8. By [Mu92] or [Mu12, Theorem 15.2.4], every primitive ideal in U(g) is in the set
X = {J(λ) := AnnUL(λ) | λ ∈ h
∗},
for an arbitrary b. As the annihilator ideal of a module and the parity reversed module are
identical, we can ignore parity. The main aim of this paper is to describe the partial order
on X given by the inclusion order.
The poset X does not depend on the choice of b, but of course the labelling of ideals by
λ ∈ h∗ does. If we consider several Borel algebras with all the same underlying b0¯, then also
the set {L(λ) | λ ∈ h∗} does not depend on b, but still the labelling does.
2.9. We define the Kazhdan-Lusztig order E on Λ0, as in [CMu14, Definition 5.3], to be the
partial quasi-order transitively generated by setting ν E λ whenever Ext1O(L(λ), L(ν)) 6= 0
and there is a simple reflection s ∈ W such that L(λ) is s-finite, whereas L(ν) is s-free.
We define the completed Kazhdan-Lusztig order Ec on h∗, as the partial quasi-order transi-
tively generated by νEc λ when L(λ) is a subquotient of TsL(ν) for some simple reflection s.
It would be more correct to define both orders on the set of simple highest weight modules,
rather then on their labelling set Λ0 (or h
∗), see 2.8. Both the Ext1-relation and the action
of twisting functors are properties of O(g, b0¯), so of the modules, and do not depend on b.
However we stick to the our convention, which is notationally more convenient. When
talking about the (completed) KL order on Λ0, one hence silently assumes the choice of a
Borel subalgebra. Our main result will be that Ec describes the order on X.
By [CMa14, Theorem 5.12] we have µEλ⇒ µEcλ for µ, λ ∈ Λ0. We will prove in Section 6
that the two quasi-orders are identical if O admits certain Kazhdan-Lusztig theories in the
sense of [CPS93], which is the case for g = gl(m|n). For g a reductive Lie algebra, the
(completed) KL order correspond to the left KL order of [KL79], see [CMu14, Theorem 5.1].
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3. Some useful tools
In this section we fix an arbitrary g in (2.0.1) with some triangular decomposition.
Lemma 3.1. Set Φ : O(g, b0¯)
Λ
χ → O(g0¯, b0¯)
Λ
χ0
, the equivalence of Proposition 2.5. For
λ ∈ Λχ dominant, there is λ
′ ∈ Λ which is ◦-dominant such that for all x ∈ WΛ:
Φ(L(x · λ)) ∼= L0(x ◦ λ
′), Φ(∆(x · λ)) ∼= ∆0(x ◦ λ
′), Φ(P (x · λ)) ∼= P0(x ◦ λ
′).
Proof. By the BGG Theorem, [Hu08, Theorem 5.1] and BGG reciprocity [Hu08, Theo-
rem 3.11], there is a unique Verma module ∆0(λ
′) which is projective inOΛ
χ0
. The equivalence
in Proposition 2.5 interchanges Verma modules, see [Go02b, 3.5.1 and 2.7.2]. Hence there can
only be one projective Verma module in O(g0¯, b0¯)
Λ
χ0
and, in particular, ∆(λ) ∼= Φ−1(∆0(λ
′)).
Equation (2.7.3) and [CMa14, Lemma 5.4] for the typical case, then imply by iteration that
Φ(∆(x · λ)) ∼= ∆0(x · λ
′) for all x ∈ WΛ.
The corresponding statement for simple and projective modules follows from taking the top
and the projective cover of the Verma modules. 
Lemma 3.2. Consider any Λ ∈ h∗/Λ0.
(1) The set Λ always contains super dominant weights.
(2) Fix a super dominant indecomposable projective object P in OΛ. Every projective
module in OΛ is a direct summand of a module V ⊗ P for some V ∈ F .
Proof. Lemma 2.3 implies that, for any µ ∈ Λ, there exist a regular strongly typical ν ∈
Λ such that L(ν − µ) is finite dimensional and such that the P (µ) is a direct summand
of L⊗ P (ν) for L = L(ν − µ)∗ ∈ F . In particular, this already implies that any Λ contains
regular strongly typical weights. A super dominant one can then be obtained from the Weyl
group action, proving part (1).
To prove part (2), by the above paragraph, it suffices to prove that for every strongly typical
ν ∈ Λ, the module P (ν) is a direct summand of V ⊗ P (λ) for some V ∈ F and an arbitrary
but fixed super dominant λ. For a specific P (ν), we use the equivalence of Proposition 2.5
(using Lemma 3.1) which maps P (ν) to some P0(ν
′). Similarly, we denote the image of P (λ)
in O(g0¯, b0¯)χ0
λ
by P0(λ
′) for λ′ regular dominant for g0¯. By [BG80, Theorem 3.3] there is a
finite dimensional g0¯-module V0 such that P0(ν
′) is a direct summand of P0(λ
′) ⊗ V0 with
λ′ regular dominant for g0¯. We claim that P (ν) is a direct summand of P (λ) ⊗ IndV0.
Indeed, by Proposition 2.5, the latter is equivalent to whether P0(ν
′) is a direct summand
of Res(P (λ)⊗IndV0) ∼= Res(P (λ))⊗V0⊗Λg1¯. By Proposition 2.5, Res(P (λ)) contains P0(λ
′)
as a direct summand, whereas the trivial module is a direct summand of Λg1¯, so P (ν) is
indeed a direct summand of the tensor product. 
3.3. By a projective functor on (a subcategory) of g-modZ we mean a direct summand of
a functor (V ⊗ −) with V ∈ F . From Proposition 2.5 we can easily obtain the following
generalisation of the celebrated result of Bernštein and Gel’fand in [BG80, Theorem 3.3].
Proposition 3.4. Fix a regular strongly typical central character χ and consider the set
{λ1, λ2, · · · , λd} of all dominant λ with χλ = χ. We also set Λi = Λλi.
For every i ∈ {1, · · · , d} and x ∈ WΛi there is an exact indecomposable endofunctor
θix of g-modχ, which preserves O
Λi
χ , and for which θ
i
x∆(λi)
∼= P (x · λi) and θ
i
x∆(λj) = 0
for i 6= j. The indecomposable projective functors on g-modχ are precisely given by these
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functors. Furthermore, every functor θix is direct summand of a functor θ
i
s1
θis2 · · · θ
i
sk
for
some reflections s1, · · · , sk which are simple in WΛi.
Proof. We use the equivalences in Proposition 2.5 and define λ0i ∈ h
∗ by
L0(λ
0
i )
∼= Res(L(λi))χ0.
Consider a projective functor F on g-modχ. This must be a direct summand of the functor
FV := V ⊗− on g-modZ for some V ∈ F . Now define
F ′ := (Res ◦ F ◦ (Ind−)χ)χ0 : g0¯-modχ0 → g0¯-modχ0 .
The functor F ′ is clearly a direct summand of the functor
Res ◦ FV ◦ Ind ∼= (Λg1¯ ⊗ ResV )⊗−
and hence F ′ is a projective functor on g0¯-modχ0. Consequently, we find that every projective
functor F on g-modχ is of the form
F = (Ind ◦ F ′ ◦ Res(−)χ0)χ
for some projective functor F ′ on g0¯-modχ0 .
The classification of indecomposable projective functors on g0¯-modχ0 from [BG80, Theo-
rem 3.3(ii)], see also [Hu08, Theorem 10.8], then allows us to introduce the endofunctors θix
of g-modχ as
θix := (Ind ◦ Fξ ◦ Res(−)χ0)χ for ξ = (x ◦ λ
0
i , λ
0
i ),
where we used the notation introduced in [BG80, Section 3.3]. The fact that any θix is a
direct summand of a composition as θis1θ
i
s2
· · · θisk , follows by the above construction from the
corresponding claim for Lie algebras, see e.g. [Ma12, Corollary 5.6]. One could for instance
take s1s2 · · · sk to be a (reduced) expression for x inside WΛi .
Also the expression for θix∆(λj) is inherited by the corresponding properties (a) and (b)
of Fξ in [BG80, Theorem 3.3(ii)], by construction and Lemma 3.1.
It remains to prove that every θix is indeed a projective functor on g-modχ. But if
some θix would not be a projective functor, then tensoring ∆(λi) with finite dimensional
modules would not generate every projective module in OΛi , yielding a contradiction with
Lemma 3.2(2). 
Proposition 3.5. Consider two functors F1, F2 on O(g, b), which
(1) both functorially commute with projective functors, up to isomorphism;
(2) are both left (resp. right) exact;
(3) are isomorphic when restricted to strongly typical regular blocks;
then F1 ∼= F2.
Proof. We consider Fi to be right exact, the proof for left exact functors follows from replacing
projective modules by injective modules below; or simply by composing with the exact
contravariant functor d. We fix an arbitrary OΛ and consider the restriction of Fi as functors
OΛ → O. By condition (3) and Lemma 3.2(1), F1 and F2 are isomorphic when restricted
to the full subcategory of OΛ with one object, up to isomorphism, given by some super
dominant projective module in OΛ. All projective modules in O are direct summands of
tensor products of this module, by Lemma 3.2(2). Property (1) then implies that F1 and F2
are isomorphic when restricted to the full subcategory of projective modules. The claim
hence follows from property (2). 
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3.6. From the PBW theorem it follows that a module for U = U(g) is locally finite if and
only if its restriction to U0¯ = U(g0¯) is locally finite. This justifies using the same notation
L(−,−), cfr. 2.6, for the related functors
U0¯-mod × U -mod → U -mod-U0¯ and U0¯-mod × U0¯-mod → U0¯-mod-U0¯.
Both functors, as well as the original one in 2.6, can be defined as taking the maximal sub-
vectorspace for which the adjoint U0¯-action is locally finite. This space then naturally has
the appropriate bimodule structure. We also introduce the induction functor
Indr = −⊗U0¯ U : A-mod-U0¯ → A-mod-U,
where A is either U or U0¯, and its two-sided adjoint Res
r. Similarly we define Indl and Resl
for the left action on bimodules.
Lemma 3.7. For the functors L as introduced above we have isomorphisms
(1) L(Ind−,−) ∼= Indr ◦ L(−,−) as functors U0¯-mod × U -mod → U -mod-U ;
(2) L(Res−,−) ∼= Resr ◦ L(−,−) as functors U -mod × U0¯-mod → U0¯-mod-U0¯;
(3) (L(Ind−,−))ad ∼= Ind ◦ (L(−,Res−))
ad as functors U0¯-mod × U -mod → U -Mod.
Proof. The first two properties follow immediately from the first observation in 3.6 and the
fact that induction and coinduction from U0¯ to U coincide, see 2.1. By (1) and the analogue
of (2) for Resl, property (3) reduces to
(Indr−)ad ∼= Ind ◦
(
Resl−
)ad
as functors from the category of U × U0¯-bimodules with locally finite adjoint action, to the
category U -Mod.
This is just a slightly alternative version of what is sometimes referred to as the “tensor
identity” or “projection formula”. To keep the formulae comprehensive we omit all restriction
functors in the rest of the proof. We will construct, for any ad-finite X ∈ U -mod-U0¯, a
(unique) isomorphism
η : U ⊗U0¯ (X)
ad → (X ⊗U0¯ U)
ad with η(1⊗ x) = x⊗ 1 for all x ∈ X,
which is natural with respect to X. Consider therefore an arbitrary M ∈ U -mod, from the
locally finite adjoint action it will actually follow that it suffices to consider M to be finite
dimensional. Then by using equation (2.6.1) and applying Frobenius reciprocity twice,
HomU(M,U ⊗U0¯ (X)
ad) ∼= HomU0¯−U0¯(×M ⊗ U0¯, X)
∼= HomU−U0¯(U⊗U0¯(×M ⊗ U0¯), X).
On the other hand we calculate similarly
HomU(M, (X ⊗U0¯ U)
ad) ∼= HomU(×M ⊗ U,X ⊗U0¯ U)
∼= HomU−U0¯(×M ⊗ U,X).
Now it follows from the ordinary tensor identity [Kn88, Proposition 6.5] that there is a
unique isomorphism
U⊗U0¯(×M ⊗ U0¯)
∼= (×M ⊗
(
U ⊗U0¯ U0¯
)
) ∼= ×M ⊗ U
as U × U0¯-bimodules. By the above this induces a unique isomorphism U ⊗U0¯ (X)
ad →
(X ⊗U0¯ U)
ad. Tracing what happens to 1 ⊗ x is done as in the second part of the proof of
[Kn88, Proposition 6.5]. 
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4. Harish-Chandra bimodules
In this section we fix a g in (2.0.1) and an arbitrary Λ ∈ h∗/P0. We choose some super
dominant λ ∈ Λ, which exists by Lemma 3.2(1), and set χ = χλ. We will study H
1
χ, where
it will be essential that χ is thus regular and strongly typical.
The following theorem is essentially a special case of [MM12, Theorem 5.1(c)]. Most of
the proof uses rather standard arguments, see e.g. [BG80, Section 5], [Jo98, Section 10],
[MSo97, Theorem 3.1] or [Ja83, Kapitel 6].
Theorem 4.1 (V. Mazorchuk, V. Miemietz). We have an equivalence of categories OΛ ∼= H1χ.
The mutually inverse functors are given by L(∆(λ),−) and −⊗U ∆(λ).
Proof. We consider J = Um, with m = kerχ. From equation (2.6.1) and the fact
HomU(U,M) ∼= HomU(U/J,M)
for any M ∈ H1χ, it follows easily that every projective object in H
1
χ is a direct summand of
a bimodule of the form ×V ⊗ U/J with V some projective object in F .
We consider the functor
T := −⊗U ∆(λ) : H
1
χ → O
Λ,
which is right exact by construction. We clearly have
T (×V ⊗ U/J) = V ⊗∆(λ),
so in particular, T maps projective objects in H1χ to projective objects in O
Λ. We claim
that every projective object in OΛ is a direct summand of an object in the image of T .
This follows from the analogue of Lemma 3.2(2), with the extra condition that the finite
dimensional module V is projective in F . This generalisation of Lemma 3.2(2) follows
automatically as every module in F is the quotient of a projective object.
The last line in the proof of [Go02a, Theorem 9.5] implies we have an isomorphism of
bimodules
U/J →˜ L(∆(λ),∆(λ)).
Note that strictly speaking, as stated in [Go02a], the results do not cover the exceptional
basic classical Lie superalgebras. However, the arguments go through for any basic classical
Lie superalgebra. This isomorphism implies in particular an isomorphism between (U/J)ad
and the largest locally finite submodule of EndC(∆(λ))
ad. By equation (2.6.1), this shows
HomU(×V ⊗ U/J, U/J) ∼= HomU(V,∆(λ)
∗ ⊗∆(λ)) ∼= HomU(V ⊗∆(λ),∆(λ)).
This can then be used to prove that
HomU(P, P
′) ∼= HomU(TP, TP
′),
for all projective objects P, P ′ ∈ H1χ. By construction, this isomorphism is induced by T .
The fact that T yields an equivalence of categories now follows from application of [BG80,
Proposition 5.10].
That the exact functor L(∆(λ),−) : OΛ → H1χ is an inverse to T follows precisely as in
[BG80, Section 6]. 
Remark 4.2. Note that the theorem actually implies that ×V ⊗ U/J is projective in H
1
χ for
any V ∈ F , even when V is not projective. Comparison with (2.6.1) seems to suggest that
all finite dimensional summands of Mad must be injective (and hence also projective) in F ,
which is confirmed in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.3. For any M ∈ H1χ, the g-module M
ad decomposes into modules which are
projective in F .
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, any M ∈ H1χ is of the form L(∆(λ), N) for some N ∈ O. By
Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.1, ∆(λ) is a direct summand of a module Ind∆0(λ
′). This
leads to the conclusion thatMad is a direct summand of L(Ind∆0(λ
′), N)ad. By Lemma 3.7(3)
we find
L(Ind∆0(λ
′), N)ad ∼= Ind
(
L(∆0(λ
′),ResN)ad
)
.
Hence it follows that any finite dimensional direct summand of Mad is a direct summand of
a module induced from a finite dimensional g0¯-module, which proves the proposition. 
Corollary 4.4. (1) The equivalence of Theorem 4.1 yields a one to one correspondence
between the annihilator ideals of simple modules in OΛ and left annihilator ideals of
simple modules in H1χ. Concretely we have
AnnL = LAnnL(∆(λ), L),
for any simple object L in OΛ.
(2) For any x ∈ W , there is an equivalence OΛ ∼= Ox·Λ, which interchanges simple
modules with identical annihilator ideals.
Proof. Set L′ = L(∆(λ), L). From construction it follows that LAnnL′ ⊃ AnnL. By Theo-
rem 4.1, we also know L ∼= L′ ⊗U ∆(λ) which yields Ann(L) ⊃ LAnnL
′, proving claim (1).
In the set Λ′ = x · Λ, we can choose some λ′ ∈ W · λ, which is dominant and hence super
dominant. Theorem 4.1 then also yields OΛ
′ ∼= H1χ. The conclusion about annihilator ideals
follows immediately from applying claim (1) to OΛ ∼= H1χ
∼= Ox·Λ. 
Remark 4.5. The equivalence in part (2) can also be obtained from the results in [CMa14,
Section 5], as has been worked out explicitly for type A in [CMW13, Proposition 3.9]. The
property about annihilator ideals in part (2) is then precisely [CMa14, Remark 5.13 and
Lemma 5.15].
We prove the following analogue of [Vo80, Theorem 3.2]. Besides the generalisation to the
setting of superalgebras, the relevance lies in the property that the central character for the
left action on H must not be equal to that of the right action, or even be regular or typical.
Theorem 4.6. Consider two simple objects L1 and L2 in H
1
χ. We have LAnnL1 ⊂ LAnnL2
if and only if there exists a V ∈ F such that L2 is a subquotient of L1 ⊗ V×.
Proposition 4.7. For any simple object L in H1χ, there exists a V
1 ∈ F such that
U/LAnn(L) →֒ L⊗ V 1×.
Proof. Take any V 1 ∈ F , which is dual to a simple submodule of Lad. Then by construc-
tion M := L ⊗ V 1× ∈ H is such that M
ad has the trivial module in its socle. Consider
the regular bimodule U ∈ H. Mapping 1 ∈ U to a non-zero vector α in a trivial submod-
ule of Mad induces a U-module morphism U → M . From Theorem 4.1, we know that L
is of the form L(∆(λ), L′) for L′ a simple highest weight module. By construction and
equation (2.6.2) we find that α ∈ L(∆(λ) ⊗ V 1, L′) ⊂ HomC(∆(λ) ⊗ V
1, L′) is an element
of Homg(∆(λ) ⊗ V
1, L′). So in particular the image of α is L′. Corollary 4.4(1) implies
that Ann(L′) = LAnn(L). So the only u ∈ U which act trivially on α from the left are
the elements in LAnn(L). It therefore follows that the kernel of the U-module morphism
U → L⊗ V 1× is precisely LAnn(L). 
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4.8. Proof of Theorem 4.6. First assume that L2 is a subquotient of L1 ⊗ V×. As
LAnn (L1 ⊗ V×) = LAnn(L1),
the inclusion LAnn(L1) ⊆ LAnn(L2) follows immediately.
Now we prove the other direction of the assertion. We set Ji := LAnnLi for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Proposition 4.7 implies that there exist V 1, V 2 ∈ F such that
U/J1 →֒ L1 ⊗ V
1
× and U/J2 →֒ L2 ⊗ V
2
×.
The second property implies, by adjunction and the fact that L2 is simple, that for E = (V
2)∗
there is a morphism
U/J2 ⊗ E× ։ L2.
Now assume that J1 ⊂ J2. By the above, L2 is a quotient of U/J2⊗E×, which is a quotient
of U/J1 ⊗E×, which is a submodule of
L1 ⊗ (V1 ⊗ E)×.
The claim hence follows for V = V1 ⊗ E. 
5. Twisting and completion functors
In this section we fix an arbitrary Λ ∈ h∗/Λ0, some simple s ∈ WΛ and a super domi-
nant λ ∈ Λ. We then set χ = χλ and χ
0 equal to some central character for g0¯ for which
we can apply Proposition 2.5. We will introduce and study a completion functor Gs on O
Λ.
Note that a different approach to the completion functor for superalgebras, closer to the
original definition by Enright, has recently been introduced in the more general setting of
Kac-Moody superalgebras in [IK12].
5.1. We propose an analogue of Joseph’s version of Enright’s completion functor, see [Jo82]:
Gs := L(∆(s · λ),−)⊗U ∆(λ) : O
Λ → OΛ.
By construction, this functor is left exact. That Gs is an endofunctor on O
Λ follows from
Theorem 4.1 and the fact that L(∆(s · λ),−) is a functor OΛ → H1χ. It could be proved
that Gs does not explicitly depend on the specific super dominant λ ∈ Λ, similarly to
the proof sketched in [Jo82, Section 2.2]. However, Proposition 3.5 and Lemma 5.2(3) below
allow to reduce the statement to [Jo82, Section 2.2]. Finally, note that it follows immediately
from the definition that AnnUGsM ⊇ AnnUM for any M ∈ O and that Gs preserves the
generalised central character of modules.
Lemma 5.2. Denote the completion functor of [Jo82] on OΛ(g0¯, b0¯) by G
0
s, then
(1) Res ◦Gs ∼= G
0
s ◦ Res,
(2) Gs ◦ Ind ∼= Ind ◦G
0
s,
(3) through the equivalence in Proposition 2.5, Gs restricted to Oχ is interchanged with
G0s restricted to Oχ0.
Proof. We use the functors L from 3.6. Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 imply that for
some λ′ ∈ Λ0, which is regular dominant for g0¯, it follows that Ind∆0(λ
′) decomposes as
∆(λ)⊕N where Nχ = 0. We can therefore rewrite Gs, using Lemma 3.7(2), as
Gs ∼= L(∆(s · λ),−)⊗U U ⊗U0¯ ∆0(λ
′) ∼= L(Res∆(s · λ),−)⊗U0¯ ∆0(λ
′).
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By Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 it follows that Res∆(s ·λ) decomposes as ∆0(s ◦λ
′)⊕N ′
where (N ′)χ0 = 0. This finally yields
Gs ∼= L(∆0(s ◦ λ
′),−)⊗U0¯ ∆0(λ
′).
Claim (1) and (2) then follow from the analogues of Lemma 3.7(1) and (2) for the left action.
Claim (3) is an immediate consequence of the description of the equivalence in Proposi-
tion 2.5 and the above. 
Theorem 5.3. Consider λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ. We have J(λ1) ⊂ J(λ2) if and only if L(λ2) is a
subquotient of Gs1Gs2 · · ·GskL(λ1), for some simple reflections s1, s2, · · · , sk ∈ WΛ.
Proof. Set L1 = L(∆(λ), L(λ1)) and L2 = L(∆(λ), L(λ2)), so LAnnL1 = J(λ1) and LAnnL2 =
J(λ2) by Corollary 4.4(1). Theorem 4.6 thus implies that J(λ1) ⊂ J(λ2) if and only if there
is a V ∈ F such that L2 is a subquotient of L1 ⊗ V×.
The claim is therefore reduced to the claim that there exists V ∈ F such that
L2 ∼= L(∆(λ), L(λ2)) is a subquotient of L(V ⊗∆(λ), L(λ1))
if and only if
L(λ2) is a subquotient of Gs1Gs2 · · ·GskL(λ1),
for some simple reflections s1, s2, · · · , sk ∈ W .
To prove the ‘if’ part it suffices to consider one simple reflection s1, the full statement
follows by iteration. Assume that L(λ2) is a subquotient of
Gs1L(λ1) = L(∆(s1 · λ), L(λ1))⊗U ∆(λ).
By Theorem 4.1, this is equivalent to the property that L2 is a subquotient of the bi-
module L(∆(s1 · λ), L(λ1)). Proposition 3.4 implies that there exists some indecomposable
projective functor θs1 such P (s1 · λ1)
∼= θs1∆(λ1). Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 allow to
obtain the Verma filtration of P (s1 · λ) from the g0¯-case, see e.g. [Ja83, 2.9, Chapter 12].
This implies there is a short exact sequence
0→ ∆(λ)→ θs1∆(λ)→ ∆(s1 · λ)→ 0,
leading to the exact sequence
0→ L(∆(s1 · λ), L(λ1))→ L(θs1∆(λ), L(λ1))→ L1.
This shows that L2 is a subquotient of L(θs1∆(λ), L(λ1)) which must itself be a subquotient
of some L(V ⊗∆(λ), L(λ1)), which is what needed to be proved.
Now we prove the ‘only if’ part. By Proposition 3.4 every indecomposable projective
functor on g-modχ is a direct summand of some composition of certain θsi . We can therefore
work iteratively as above to prove the implication. 
5.4. Now we prove that Gs on O is right adjoint to Ts of 2.7. For Lie algebras, this
was proved in [KM05, Theorem 3]. Furthermore, we also prove that Gs ∼= dTsd, as a
generalisation of [AS03, Theorem 4.1]. Note that s ∈ WΛ might not be simple in W , so Ts
is defined by a reduced expression of s in the Coxeter group W , as in [CMa14, Lemma 5.3].
Theorem 5.5. Consider the functors Ts and Gs on O
Λ. The functor Gs is right adjoint
to Ts and Gs ∼= dTsd.
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Proof. The right exact functor Ts admits a right adjoint which is a left exact endofunctor
of OΛ, as argued in [AS03, Section 4]. We denote this functor by G′s. The functors Ts and
G′s commute with projective functors by [CMa14, Lemma 5.9]. The functors Ts and G
′
s
restrict to endofunctors of Oχ′ for any central character χ
′ see 2.7. By equation (2.7.3) and
Proposition 2.5, for a strongly typical regular block, the functors Ts and dG
′
sd are the image
of the corresponding functors for g0¯ under the equivalence of categories. On such a block
they are hence equivalent by [AS03, Theorem 4.1]. The fact that G′s
∼= dTsd on arbitrary
blocks then follows from Proposition 3.5.
By construction, the left exact functors G′s and Gs commute with projective functors. Now
on a strongly typical regular block Gs and G
′
s are isomorphic, by Lemma 5.2(3) and [KM05,
Theorem 3]. Their equivalence hence again follows from Proposition 3.5. 
Corollary 5.6. The completion functors Gt on O
Λ0 for all simple reflections t ∈ W satisfy
the braid relations of BW , up to isomorphism.
Proof. This is a consequence of [CMa14, Lemma 5.3] and Theorem 5.5. 
Corollary 5.7. Consider modules M,N ∈ O which are both s-free, then
(1) HomO(TsM,dN) ∼= HomO(TsN,dM);
(2) ExtkO(TsM,TsN)
∼= ExtkO(M,N) for all k ∈ N.
Proof. We work in the bounded derived category Db(O). By equation (2.7.2) we have
HomO(TsM,dN) ∼= HomDb(O)(LTsM,dN).
As LTs is an auto-equivalence of D
b(O), see 2.7, by Theorem 5.5 we have
HomDb(O)(LTsM,dN) ∼= HomDb(O)(M,dLTsN).
Hence part (1) follows from applying equation (2.7.2) again.
Part (2) follows similarly from the properties in 2.7. 
5.8. Khomenko and Mazorchuk proved in [KM05, Theorems 8 and 10] that the completion
functor, resp. twisting functor, can be realised as a partial approximation, resp. partial
coapproximation, functor. For any category OΛχ and a subset Υ of Λ
χ we can mimic the
procedure in [KM05, Section 2.5]. We define functors
bΥ : O
Λ
χ → O
Λ
χ and dΥ : O
Λ
χ → O
Λ
χ ,
where bΥ takes the quotient modulo the maximal submodule which does not contain simple
subquotients of type Υ. The Υ-partial approximation functor dΥ is defined as first taking the
maximal coextension with simple subquotients not of type Υ, followed by the functor bΥ. The
first map in the procedure to define dΥ is not a functor, viz. not well-defined on morphisms.
On a module M , this first map is explicitly defined as the submodule of its injective hull IM
defined by taking the kernel of all morphisms α from IM to injective hulls of simple modules
of type Υ such that α ◦ ı = 0 for ı :M →֒ IM . Note that all modules in O have finite length.
The arguments in [KM05, Section 2.5] then imply that the composition dΥ is a well-defined
functor. The dual construction gives its left adjoint functor d˜Υ, which is called the Υ-partial
coapproximation functor.
Proposition 5.9. Set
Υ = {µ ∈ Λχ |L(µ) is s-free},
we have isomorphisms of functors Ts ∼= d˜Υ and Gs ∼= dΥ on O
Λ
χ .
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Proof. By construction, the partial (co)approximation functors commute with projective
functors, see [KM05, Lemma 12]. Furthermore d˜Υ is right exact and dΥ left exact by [KM05,
Corollary 2]. By proposition 3.5 it hence suffices to prove the statements on a strongly
typical regular block.
For this we apply the equivalence of categories in Proposition 2.5. This equivalence pre-
serves the property of simple modules to be s-free or s-finite. Under the equivalence, the
partial (co)approximation functors on Oχ(g, b0¯)χ are hence mapped to the corresponding
partial (co)approximation functors on O(g0¯, b0¯)χ0.
That Gs is isomorphic to dΥ follows therefore from Lemma 5.2(3) and [KM05, Theorem 8].
The result for twisting can similarly be derived from equation (2.7.3) and the Lie algebra
case in [KM05, Theorem 10], or alternatively from Theorem 5.5 and the fact that d˜Υ is left
adjoint to dΥ, which can be proved identically as in [KM05, Lemma 9]. 
5.10. We could also have considered completion functors for arbitrary simple reflections t
in W , rather than in WΛ. In case t 6∈ WΛ, this would yield an equivalence O
Λ →˜ Ot·Λ, which
sends simple modules to simple modules with the same annihilator ideal. We do not need
to consider this, as this would just give Corollary 4.4(2) and moreover the corresponding
concepts have already been worked out for twisting functors in [CMW13, CMa14].
6. The Jantzen middle
In this section we will restrict to Λ0, although the results could be extended to arbitrary Λ.
For gl(m|n), this is also immediate from the results in [CMW13].
6.1. For g in (2.0.1), a weight λ ∈ Λ0 and a simple reflection s ∈ W , we define the Jantzen
middle Us(λ) for L(λ) as the radical of TsL(λ). Just as the set of simple modules, the set
of Jantzen middles does not depend on b, only on b0¯, but its labelling by Λ0 does. Note
that for Lie algebras, the usual definition of the Jantzen middle actually corresponds to the
closely related radical of the shuffling functor of [Ca86] acting on simple modules, see [Vo79].
The connection between both follows clearly from the construction in [MO, Appendix]. For
superalgebras this classical definition is not applicable.
By [CMa14, Theorem 5.12] our definition of the Jantzen middle is either zero, if L(λ) is
s-finite, or fits into a short exact sequence
(6.1.1) 0→ Us(λ)→ TsL(λ)→ L(λ)→ 0,
if L(λ) is s-free. An alternative description of Us(λ) is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2. For L(λ) s-free, the Jantzen middle Us(λ) is the largest s-finite quotient
of RadP (λ).
Proof. This is an immediate application of Proposition 5.9. 
6.3. For g a semisimple Lie algebra, the statement that Us(λ) is semisimple for all s and
for λ regular is equivalent to the statement that the KL conjecture of [KL79] is true by [AS03,
Section 7]. This semisimplicity is thus very important but extremely difficult to prove.
For classical Lie superalgebras, it is an open question whether the Jantzen middle is always
semisimple. In [CMa14, Corollary 5.14], the weaker claim that the top and socle of Us(λ) are
isomorphic is proved. We start the investigation into the semisimplicilty of Jantzen middles
for Lie superalgebras by proving the following connection with abstract KL theories and will
use this to prove that the Jantzen middle is semisimple for gl(m|n).
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Theorem 6.4. Consider the highest weight category OΛ0χ (g, b) with notation as in Subsec-
tion 2.4. Assume that OΛ0χ (g, b) admits a Kazhdan-Lusztig theory in the sense of [CPS93,
Definition 3.3]. For any reflection s = sα ∈ W such that α or α/2 is simple in ∆
+ the
Jantzen middle Us(λ) is semisimple for any λ ∈ Λ
χ
0 .
We start the proof with the following lemma, for which we return to arbitrary category O,
i.e. without assumptions of KL theories.
Lemma 6.5. Consider a reflection s ∈ W such that s = sα for α or α/2 simple in ∆
+.
Choose λ ∈ Λ0 such that L(λ) is s-free (λ ≤ s · λ) and some µ ∈ Λ0 with µ 6= s · λ.
(1) If L(µ) is s-finite (µ > s · µ), then there are inclusions
HomO(Us(λ),∇(µ)) →֒ Ext
1
O(∆(µ), L(λ));
HomO(∆(µ), Us(λ)) →֒ Ext
1
O(∆(µ), L(λ)).
(2) If L(µ) is s-free (µ ≤ s · µ), then
HomO(Us(λ),∇(µ)) = 0 = HomO(∆(µ), Us(λ)).
Proof. As Us(λ) is s-finite by Proposition 6.2, claim (2) follows immediately. So we con-
sider µ > s ·µ. The functor HomO(−,∇(µ)) acting on the short exact sequence (6.1.1) yields
a long exact sequence which contains
(6.5.1) HomO(TsL(λ),∇(µ))→ HomO(Us(λ),∇(µ))→ Ext
1
O(∆(µ), L(λ)).
Corollary 5.7(1) and equation (2.7.1) imply that
HomO(TsL(λ),∇(µ)) ∼= HomO(Ts∆(µ), L(λ)) ∼= HomO(∆(s · µ), L(λ)) = 0.
The first inclusion in claim (1) hence follows from equation (6.5.1).
To prove the second inclusion we start from the short exact sequence
0→ ∆(s · µ)→ ∆(µ)→ Q→ 0,
defining the module Q. Claim (2) applied to ∆(s · µ), followed by the observation that
topQ ∼= L(µ), then imply that
HomO(∆(µ), Us(λ)) ∼= HomO(Q,Us(λ)) ∼= HomO(Q, TsL(λ)).
Precisely as in [AL03, Lemma 6.2], by reducing to either the sl(2)-case of [AL03, Section 6.5]
or the the strongly typical osp(1|2)-case, one shows that there is a short exact sequence
0→ Q→ Ts∆(s · µ)→ ∆(s · µ)→ 0.
Now we apply the functor HomO(−, TsL(λ)) to this short exact sequence to find
HomO(Ts∆(s · µ), TsL(λ))→ HomO(Q, TsL(λ))→ Ext
1
O(∆(s · µ), TsL(λ)),
which is exact. By Corollary 5.7(2) for k = 0, the first term is zero. By equation (2.7.1) and
Corollary 5.7(2) for k = 1, we also find that the last term is isomorphic to Ext1O(∆(µ), L(λ)),
which proves the second inclusion of part (1). 
6.6. Proof of Theorem 6.4. We claim that if, for two µ1, µ2 ∈ Λ0, we have
(6.6.1) HomO(Us(λ),∇(µ1)) 6= 0 6= HomO(Us(λ),∇(µ2)),
then Ext1O(∆(µ1), L(µ2)) = 0; and dually if
(6.6.2) HomO(∆(µ1), Us(λ)) 6= 0 6= HomO(∆(µ2), Us(λ)),
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then Ext1O(L(µ1),∇(µ2)) = 0. The theorem then follows from [CPS93, Theorem 4.1].
By assumption, OΛ0χ (g, b) admits an abstract Kazhdan-Lusztig theory. Hence by [CPS93,
Definition 3.3], we have some length function l : Λ0 → Z and a parity function ǫ : Λ0 → Z
such that ǫ(λ) is the two-sided parity of L(λ). By loc. cit. it clearly follows that ǫ(λ)−l(λ) ≡
0(mod2).
Now we prove the claims in (6.6.1) and (6.6.2). Assume µ1, µ2 such that we have (6.6.1).
Lemma 6.5 implies that
Ext1O(∆(µ1), L(λ)) 6= 0 6= Ext
1
O(∆(µ2), L(λ)).
So by [CPS93, Defintion 3.3], l(µ1)−l(µ2) must be even and hence Ext
1
O(∆(µ1), L(µ2)) = 0.
The case (6.6.2) is proved identically. 
6.7. The relevance of the semisimplicity of the Jantzen middles, for this work, lies in the
fact that it implies that the completed KL order on Λ0 is identical to the KL order, where
both are defined in Subsection 2.9. To prove this we observe the following proposition.
Proposition 6.8. If the Jantzen middle Us(λ) is semisimple, then
Us(λ) ∼=
⊕
L(ν) s finite
L(ν)⊕µ(λ,ν)
where µ(λ, ν) = dimExt1O(L(λ), L(ν)).
Proof. This follows immediately from [CMa14, Theorem 5.12(ii)]. 
Corollary 6.9. If all Jantzen middles Us(κ) are semisimple for κ ∈ Λ0 and any simple
reflection s, then ν E λ if and only if ν Ec λ for all ν, λ ∈ Λ0.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.8 and the definitions in 2.9. 
Theorem 6.10. For g = gl(m|n) and λ ∈ Λ0, the module Us(λ) is semisimple. Consequently,
the KL and completed KL order are identical on Λ0.
Proof. The claim is a statement about category O(g, b0¯), so we are free to choose b. We
choose the distinguished system of roots, for which every even simple root is also simple
in ∆+. We consider the Brundan-Kazhdan-Lusztig theory formulated in [Br03] and proved
to be correct in [CLW15, BLW13]. It is proved explicitly in [CSe15, Corollary 3.3] that, in
this case, the BKL theory is an abstract KL theory in the sense of [CPS93]. We can hence
apply Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 6.9. 
We end this section with the following immediate consequence of Theorem 6.4, where we
recall that Ts is really defined on O(g, b0¯).
Proposition 6.11. Consider g in (2.0.1) with fixed b0¯. If for every even simple root α, one of
the Borel subalgebras b containing b0¯ for which α or α/2 is a simple root is such that O
Λ0(g, b)
admits a Kazhdan-Lusztig theory, then every Jantzen middle in OΛ0 is semisimple.
7. The primitive spectrum
7.1. The results in Section 5 lead to a description of the ordering on the primitive spectrum
of any Lie superalgebra in (2.0.1).
Theorem 7.2. Consider g in (2.0.1) and a choice of triangular decomposition. For any
λ, ν ∈ h∗ we have
J(ν) ⊂ J(λ) ⇔ ν Ec λ.
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7.3. Before proving this, we consider the particular case g = gl(m|n), where our results
are stronger, because of the study of the Janzten middle in Section 6, and confirm [CMu14,
Conjecture 5.7]. Similarly our methods lead to a rather self-contained proof that the inclusion
order and left Kazhdan-Lusztig order coincide for reductive Lie algebras.
Theorem 7.4. Consider g = gl(m|n). For any λ, ν ∈ Λ0 we have
J(ν) ⊂ J(λ) ⇔ ν E λ.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 7.2 and 6.10. 
Note that for gl(m|n), when we choose the distinguished Borel subalgebra, E is generated
by the relation ν E λ if µ(λ, ν) 6= 0 and there is a simple reflection s such that s · λ < λ and
s · ν ≥ ν, see [CMu14, Definition 5.6].
7.5. Proof of Theorem 7.2. First we note that the implication µEc λ⇒ J(µ) ⊂ J(λ) follows
immediately from [CMa14, Lemma 5.15], although it could also be derived from the results
in Theorems 5.3 and 5.5. So we are left to prove the implication J(µ) ⊂ J(λ)⇒ µEc λ.
We claim that J(µ) ⊂ J(λ) implies that µ ∈ W · Λλ = W ◦ Λλ. Indeed, the observation
J(µ) ∩ U0¯ ⊂ J(λ) ∩ U0¯
implies that ResL(µ) must contain some subquotient of the form L0(w ◦λ) for some w ∈ W ,
see e.g. [CMa14, Corollary 4.2]. This implies that µ− w ◦ λ ∈ Λ0, as claimed.
First assume that µ ∈ Λλ, then the statement J(µ) ⊂ J(λ)⇒ µE
c λ follows immediately
from Theorems 5.3 and 5.5.
Now assume µ ∈ w · Λλ for arbitrary w ∈ W . It suffices by iteration to consider w equal
to some simple s ∈ W for which s 6∈ WΛλ . By [CMa14, Lemma 5.8], TsL(µ)
∼= L(µ′), for
some µ′ ∈ h∗ satisfying µ′Ecµ and µEcµ′. By construction, or [CMa14, Lemma 8.3], we must
have µ′ ∈ Λλ and by [CMa14, Lemma 5.15] we have J(µ
′) = J(µ). This reduces the claim
to the previous case. Note that this reduction corresponds precisely to Corollary 4.4(2). 
8. The generic region
To gain a little more insight into the structure of the KL order we will describe it explicitly
in the generic region, see [CMa14, Definition 7.1] for the notion of generic weights. We only
consider g equal to gl(m|n) or osp(m|2n). We will find that, using the deformation of Weyl
group orbits introduced in [CMa14], the KL order there actually reduces to the KL order
for g0¯, so the one the Weyl group of [KL79]. This is specific to the generic region, as
inclusions close the the walls of the Weyl chamber are far more prevalent for g than for g0¯,
see for instance [CMu14, Section 7.6].
We fix some Borel subalgebra b0¯ of g0¯ and only consider Borel subalgebras of g with b0¯ =
b ∩ g0¯. To make clear that the labelling of a simple module by its highest weight depends
on the specific choice of b, we use the notation L(b)(λ).
8.1. In [CMa14, Section 8.1], for any simple reflection a class of ‘star actions’ was defined
on arbitrary weights. It was proved that in the generic region this led to a (unique) action
of the Weyl group. In this section we are only interested in the generic region, so we can
introduce the star action more conceptually.
Proposition 8.2. Consider g as above. There is a unique action ∗ of the Weyl group W
on the set of generic simple modules in OΛ with the property that s ∗ L(b)(λ) = L(b)(s · λ) in
case s = sα for α or α/2 simple in ∆
+.
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Proof. Note that for a fixed Borel subalgebra b0¯ of g0¯ and corresponding even simple root
α ∈ ∆+
0¯
, we can always choose a Borel subalgebra b of g with b ∩ g0¯ = b0¯ such that either
α or α/2 is simple in ∆+. This follows e.g. from [Se11, Lemma 3.3 and Definition 3.5] and
the first example in Section 6 of op. cit.
The uniqueness follows immediately from the observation in the above paragraph, as for
any simple reflection s we can choose a Borel subalgebra to apply the stated condition. The
existence follows from [CMa14, Definition 8.1 and Theorem 8.10]. 
By the above proposition it is immediately clear that for g = gl(m|n), this star action is
just a disguised version of the usual ρ-shifted action of W on Λ for the distinguished Borel
subalgebra. For this choice every even simple root is simple in ∆+ and the ρ-shifted action is
the same as the ρ0¯-shifted action. However, for g = osp(m|2n) this action is a new concept.
8.3. For a fixed b we can introduce an action ∗b of W on Λ, defined by the condition
L(b)(s ∗b λ) ∼= s ∗ L(b)(λ). For simple reflections s ∈ W , the action s∗b coincides with
[CMa14, Definition 8.1] restricted to generic weights, for an arbitrary star action map. Now
the action ∗b of W on Λ is equal to the ρ-shifted action of Subsection 2.2 only if g = gl(m|n)
and b is the distinguished Borel subalgebra.
Theorem 8.4. Let ≤L denote the left KL order on W from [KL79].
(1) Consider g = gl(m|n), with distinguished Borel subalgebra and λ, µ ∈ Λ0 which are
dominant and generic, then
w1 · µE w2 · λ ⇔
{
µ = λ and
w2 ≤L w1.
(2) Consider g = gl(m|n) or g = osp(m|2n), with arbitrary Borel subalgebra b and
λ, µ ∈ Λ0 which are dominant and generic, then
w1 ∗
b µEc w2 ∗
b λ ⇔
{
µ = λ and
w2 ≤L w1.
8.5. Before proving this we need to recall the result of Penkov in [Pe94, Theorem 2.2]. For
any ν ∈ Λ0, we set Sν equal to the subset of ∆
+
1¯
of odd roots γ which satisfy 〈ν + ρ, γ〉 6= 0.
For any subset I ⊂ Sν , we denote by |I| ∈ Λ0 the sum of all the roots in the subset. Then
for ν generic we have
(8.5.1) ResL(ν) ∼= ⊕I⊂SνL0(ν − |I|).
Note also that for any simple reflection s ∈ W we clearly have
(8.5.2) Ss·ν = (s(Sν) ∩∆
+
1¯
) ∪ (−s(Sν) ∩∆
+
1¯
).
Lemma 8.6. Consider g = gl(m|n) or g = osp(m|2n), with arbitrary Borel subalgebra b
and µ ∈ Λ0 dominant and generic. For κ ∈ Λ0 dominant and any w,w
′ ∈ W we have
[ResL(b)(w ∗b µ) : L0(w
′ ◦ κ)] = δw,w′[ResL
(b)(µ) : L0(κ)].
Hence there is a set of ◦-regular dominant weights Rµ such that for all w ∈ W ,
ResL(b)(w ∗b µ) =
⊕
κ∈Rµ
L0(w ◦ κ).
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Proof. By definition it suffices to prove this for one specific Borel subalgebra for each g. For
g = gl(m|n) we consider the distinguished Borel subalgebra, meaning that ∗b is the ρ-shifted
action. As ∆+
1¯
is preserved by the Weyl group action, equation (8.5.2) implies Sw·µ = w(Sµ).
Equation (8.5.1) therefore shows that for any w ∈ W
ResL(w · µ) ∼= ⊕I⊂SµL0(w · (µ− |I|)).
The claim hence follows from the fact that the ρ-shifted action equals the ρ0¯-shifted action.
For g = osp(m|2n) we consider the Borel subalgebra and notation for the corresponding
simple roots of [CMa14, Section 8.2]. Consider some generic integral ν ∈ h∗. Then, by
Proposition 8.2, for any simple reflection s different from s2δn we have s ◦ ν = s · ν = s ∗
b ν.
We also have Ss·ν = s(Sν) for such s by equation (8.5.2), as s preserves ∆
+
1¯
. Therefore
equation (8.5.1) implies that
(8.6.1) ResL(s ∗b ν) ∼=
⊕
I⊂Sν
L0(s ◦ (ν − |I|)).
Now consider s = s2δn . We will prove that equation (8.6.1) still holds. Based on equa-
tion (8.5.2) we introduce Dν := −s(Sν) ∩∆
+
1¯
which, for s = s2δn , is given by
Dν = {−s(γ) | γ ∈ ∆
+
1¯ with 〈ν + ρ, γ〉 6= 0 and 〈γ, δn〉 6= 0}.
Based on this we consider two cases (A) and (B).
(A) Assume that there is no γ ∈ ∆+
1¯
with 〈ν+ρ, γ〉 = 0 and 〈γ, δn〉 6= 0. Then, by [CMa14,
Lemma 8.12], we have s ∗b ν = s · ν and by (8.5.1)
(8.6.2) ResL(s ∗b ν) ∼=
⊕
I⊂Ss·ν
L0(s · ν − |I|).
By equation (8.5.2) we have
{|I| | I ⊂ Ss·ν} = {|I|+ Σ | I ⊂ s(Sν)} = {s(|I|) + Σ | I ⊂ Sν},
with Σ = |Dν |. By assumption we have Dν = {γ ∈ ∆
+
1¯
| 〈γ, δn〉 6= 0} and it then follows
easily that Σ = ρ1¯ − s(ρ1¯). This means that equation (8.6.2) can indeed be rewritten as
equation (8.6.1).
(B) Assume there is a γ ∈ ∆+
1¯
with 〈λ+ ρ, γ〉 = 0 and 〈γ, δn〉 6= 0. This γ must be unique,
see e.g. [CMa14, Lemma 7.7]. Then s ∗b ν = s · ν + s(γ) by [CMa14, Lemma 8.12], so by
[CMa14, Lemma 7.8] we have Ss∗bν = Ss·ν and then by (8.5.1) we find
(8.6.3) ResL(s ∗b ν) ∼=
⊕
I⊂Ss·ν
L0(s · λ+ s(γ)− |I|).
Similarly as in (A) we can calculate that now |Dν | = ρ1¯ − s(ρ1¯) + s(γ), showing that also
equation (8.6.3) can be rewritten in the form of (8.6.1).
In conclusion, equation (8.6.1) holds for arbitrary simple reflections, from which the claim
follows by iteration. 
8.7. Proof of Theorem 8.4. It suffices to prove claim (2), as claim (1) is a special case, by
Proposition 8.2 and Theorem 6.10. We fix a Borel subalgebra b and leave out reference to it
in simple modules and star actions. We will work in the Grothendieck groups of category O
for g and g0¯, for which the images of the simple modules constitute a basis.
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Take w ∈ W and a simple reflection s ∈ W . As twisting functors commute with translation
functors, see [AS03, Theorem 3.2], there is a set Esw of elements of the Weyl group such that
for each integral ◦-regular dominant κ ∈ h∗ we have
[T 0s L0(w ◦ κ)] =
⊕
x∈Esw
[L0(x ◦ κ)].
Lemma 8.6 and equation (2.7.3) then imply that for µ integral dominant and generic
[TsL(w ∗ µ)] =
⊕
x∈Esw
[L(x ∗ µ)],
for the same set Esw. This concludes the proof. 
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